
 
 

Lovereading4kids Reader reviews of  
Gerry Anderson’s Gemini Force 1: Black Horizon 
By M.G. Harris 
 
Below are the complete reviews, written by Lovereading4kids 
members. 
 
 

William Longlands, age 11 

10/10. The mix of fantasy and real 
world is perfect.  

A fantasy book that has a few real 
world things in it. It starts off going 
one way and then takes a turn in a 
completely different direction. This 
carries on throughout most of the book 
so you never quite know what is 
around the corner. My favorite 
character is Ben because of his courage 
and determination to keep going, even 
in times of sadness. Overall, a really 
good book and I could not have asked 
for more. 

 

Tomasz Hawryszczuk, age 9  

Thunderbirds meets Alex Rider 
and a young James Bond! That's 
how I would describe this. I think this would appeal to anyone over the age 
of 9 years old right up to adults. Great stuff!  

If you like Alex Rider and the young James Bond, you would like this too. The 
main character is 16 year old Ben who I wasn't sure I liked at first but he grew 
on me. I can't wait for the next books as we will hopefully find out a bit more 
about the characters. If terrorists, explosions and secret service are your things, 
then read this! 

 

 



 
 

Isaac, age 11 

With one family member falling from a 300m building, Ben and his 
mother realise that they have nothing to lose. Unaware of the 
consequences...  

After the tragic death of his father, Ben and Caroline Carrington are faced with 
lies, danger and cheats. Their only option came quicker than expected, Gemini 
Force. A top-secret rescue organization that saves lives. Ben had already 
decided his future, a soldier in the army. However, an organization concealed 
below the Caribbean seemed much more appealing. There was one snag, he was 
already enrolled at a top school in Britain. So it was almost impossible to join 
them. Little did Ben know, that Gemini Force is more than it seems... 

I think M.G. Harris plotted the story brilliantly as the suspense in the book kept 
me on the edge of my seat! It also was very funny in parts, as he struggles with 
the Gemini Force life. For example, the members were shown to a submarine, 
but Ben hadn't noticed he was inside it! 

My favorite part was when Gemini Force had to rescue citizens that were 
trapped underwater, only to find that they were a bunch of drug dealers who 
stupidly went out in the storm. 

I loved how M.G. Harris extended his sentences, every one packed with 
suspense. I also liked how he mentioned every detail of what was happening. 
Creating a clear image in your mind. 

 

Rachel Galbriath, age 10 

A Sci-fi novel with action and adventure. I would recommend this 
book to someone who enjoys the great outdoors. 

Ben Carrington has just faced the death of his father and now the Carrington 
hotel is facing difficulties. Ben's mother Caroline leaves the Carrington hotel 
and gets a new job as a lifesaver after rescuing a pilot from the heights of the 
Carrington hotel. Ben likes the idea of his mother's new job because he has 
always been interested in working undercover. After a tragic incident Ben 
decides that he would like to be part of the team who are looking to prevent 
danger. 

I really enjoyed the adventure surrounding the oil spill as it is one of the 
adventures that Ben takes part in. My favorite character was Addi as she was 
fun for an adult.  



 
 

I would recommend this book to children aged 9-12years. 

 

Abraham 

I think this is a terrific book – 10/10 

It is a great book full of awesomely futuristic technology, terrifying 
catastrophes and exciting missions. 

 

Alice East, age 10 

This is a new series of books written by the author who wrote the 
brilliant Joshua Files.  It an exciting new series about a boy called 
Ben whose dad has just died after falling from a building. 

Soon after Ben's dad dies from falling off a building, his mum, Caroline sets up a 
rescue team who rescue people trapped on mountains.  One day a man called 
Trudy asks them if they want to join his secret rescue team and their lives 
suddenly change as they go to live in underground submarine as part of the 
team. 

Ben has the time of his life exploring the underwater base.  Together the team 
take on death defying missions and try to save as many people as possible even 
if it means sacrificing themselves. 

This was a really thrilling action book that made me sit on the edge of my seat.  
I thoroughly enjoyed reading about Ben's adventures and am sure it will 
become a popular series of books just like the Joshua files did.  I would 
recommend this book to children aged 8-12.  I rate this 10/10!!! 

 

Liam Pickering, age 12 

This book took some incredibly unexpected twists and it was very 
hard to predict the next thing which was going to happen. The mix of 
unpredictability and breathtaking moments leads to a great book. 

When the first scare happens you start to think for the worst but it is the third 
time that the first devastation strikes! Overall all this book was an absolute 
thriller with scares around every corner. After reading it you want to read 
another one in the series and I am definitely hoping I can get my hands on the 
next book in the series. 

 



 
 

 

 


